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Abstract
The increase in global competition and energy prices over the past decade has forced industries
to search for potential savings in their transportation supply chains and logistics systems. In
some industries, such as the forest products industry, minimizing the transportation costs of raw
materials is even more crucial. The relatively low value and high weight of their raw materials
accounts for nearly half of their delivered cost.

The forest products industry in the upper Midwest is based around selective cutting, making long
distance transportation of logs to the mills commonplace. This transportation of logs from the
forest to the mills uses either trucking or a combination of rail and trucking. The long distances
and low value of the logs makes them a prime candidate for movement by rail. The question
among many in the industry is whether rail is being used to its full extent and whether utilizing it
more would be financially advantageous.

This study evaluates the question by building a model that finds the optimal route, including
mode choice, based on rates for the transportation modes. A sample of truck trips was run
through the model, evaluating the rate optimal route for each trip. The results of the model
suggest that using rate optimal transportation for each trip, 22% of the ton-miles should have
travelled by rail. The model was also used for fuel price sensitivity analysis. Five sample diesel
fuel prices were selected and the model was run to identify the optimal modal split at each of
these fuel prices. Based on the rate optimization results, the model suggests that 7% of the total
ton-miles should shift from truck to rail for every one dollar increase in fuel prices.
i
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Chapter 1: Background
For well over a century the Midwest region of the United States has been a forest products center
providing wood for both the saw mill and paper mill industries located in the area. In contrast to
the plantation tree stands of the Southern United States and South America, the Midwest’s
forests are often harvested using selective cutting (Youngs 2007). Using selective cut results in
lower output per acre of forest land compared to plantation style forest management, but
provides the area saw mills with high value saw and veneer logs which plantations cannot grow.
This lower production per acre also results in logs traveling greater distances to the mill.

In the Midwest, a mixed mode transportation system is used for moving logs. Logs harvested in
the forest are either trucked directly to the mill, or trucked to a rail log siding to be loaded onto
railcars. The rail log sidings used for transloading of logs from the truck to the railcar can be
public access (owned by the operating railroad) or privately owned. For truck transportation, the
Midwest forest industry is mostly served by the independent owner operators and small
companies. This is in contrast to the area’s rail service which is primarily provided by two
railroads, CN and Escanaba & Lake Superior (E&LS).

The majority of the logs transported in the study area are bound for pulping to be used in the
papermaking process (Reading and Whipple 2007). For these mills over half of the cost of logs
comes from transportation of the logs from the logging site to their facility (McDonald 2001).
Most types of paper produced in the study area are commodities on the world market and as such
are produced with low profit margins. Saw and veneer mills use much higher value saw and
1

peeler logs making transportation costs of the logs a smaller percentage of total raw material
costs. However, saw and veneer mills are sensitive to the cost of transportation of pulpwood
logs. The common harvesting technique used in the Midwest requires cutting all types of logs at
a site, producing pulpwood, saw and peeler logs. If rising transportation costs threaten the
viability of paper mills as well as the market for pulpwood, they threaten the forest industry as a
whole. Therefore, the overall health of the area forestry industry is very sensitive to changes in
the cost of transportation.

In addition to searching for ways to reduce costs, the mills place great emphasis in forecasting
costs and how they should react with production and pricing. Variability makes this forecasting
process difficult. For trucking, and to a lesser extent rail transportation, higher fuel costs drive
rates which translate into higher materials costs for the mills. The decisions on mode choice for
transportation of logs are often made individually by the mill or logger, based on incomplete
information, and this can potentially lead to non-optimal transportation choices and costs. The
increase in cost from non-optimal mode choices reduces the industry’s ability to compete on a
global scale. The forest industry in the Midwest has shrunk in the past decade, which suggests a
decline in competitiveness (Rickenbach, Steele et al. 2005). Therefore, it is important that any
potential to improve the transportation system is investigated.

The objective of this research project was to provide an analytical approach to identify
opportunities for a more efficient transportation system. The research was funded as part of the
STARTS Grant from the United States Department of Transportation (US DOT), awarded to the
University of Superior, Michigan Tech and Prime Focus LLC and. In addition, the Lake States
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Shippers Association, a group of forestry companies working Genco a Third party Logistics
Company (3PL), to create a more efficient truck routing system, assisted in the research. In
researching the current log truck transportation system Genco gathered a large dataset of real
trucking data, which was provided for this research. The data is comprised of truck trips from
2007 and was provided by two paper companies and two land owners in Wisconsin, Michigan
and Minnesota. Using the origins and destinations of the trips, each optimal route and mode
choice was determined using current transportation rates. This provided a theoretical best case
of mode choice for each trip based on transportation rates. Comparing the actual data against the
theoretical best case provided a benchmark of how close to optimal the transportation system
operates, on a purely transportation rate basis. Using the same theoretical calculations fuel price
was also varied for the modes yielding trends in mode choice with changing fuel price.

Statement of Problem
To go from the historic trucking data to a functioning model that can evaluate modal choice
required addressing several challenges, such as reformatting data and filling in incomplete data.

A multi-modal network model in GIS had to be developed to find the optimal route for each trip.
The railroad network was available online to build the arcs of the network, but the challenge was
in identifying the rail log sidings, or nodes, where traffic could be transloaded onto rail cars.
There were no public lists on locations of transload stations in the study area for either railroad.
As these were the only points where logs can enter or leave the rail network, they had to be
known for optimal routing. Compounding the problem, only some of the rail log sidings were
public and available for use with all log shipments. Many were private rail log sidings either at a
3

private industry or a private log yard. To do a correct optimization, all rail log sidings needed to
be located and identified as private or public.

Several inconsistencies needed to be addressed in the sample trucking data. Since the originating
data came from four different companies, it was in four different formats so an initial task was to
build a common format and transfer the data to that format. There were also inconsistencies in
the units the companies used for measuring log quantities. Several companies used cords
(volume based measurement) while the others used tons (weight based measurement). In
addition, using both mill and land owner’s data resulted in some loads of logs being double
counted in the aggregate data, when a landowner sold the logs to a mill that is part of the dataset.

The different companies also used different coordinate systems to locate origins and destinations
for trips. Some companies had converted to geographic coordinates (Latitude/Longitude) which
are easy to work with in doing GIS analysis, while other companies used an older system called
Public Land Survey System (PLSS). This coordinate system follows an orderly system but has
many corrections and exceptions in the study area, resulting in a complicated conversion process.

When evaluating each route, the optimization was done based on cost. These costs for rail and
truck shipments were challenging to determine. On the rail side, rates for CN can be found for
one origin-destination pair at a time using their website. E&LS does not publish rates online, so
they had to come directly from them. On the truck side, no standard rates exist for trucking logs
in the study area. Each trip is negotiated with the trucker or company, and this information is
guarded as a competitive advantage in the forestry industry. Rates for trucking are different
across the study area, so ballpark estimates from companies in the industry were averaged.
4

Study Objectives
The forestry industry in the Midwest is made up of many companies making it difficult to
perform a systems analysis of the transportation system as a whole. Each company makes
decisions on transportation using their subset of knowledge including pricing, infrastructure, and
experience. The goal of this research was to provide an analytical view of the transportation
decisions from a system level by aggregating data from several companies. Two research
questions were identified.

From a financial standpoint, is rail being used to its optimal extent?



The log shipment records obtained from the forestry companies for the project were all
transported by truck. Using a model based on current rates and costs, was trucking the
optimal mode choice for each trip, and what percentage of trips could have travelled by
rail for less cost?

From a theoretical point of view how does a change in fuel cost affect the optimal mode choice
for each trip in the dataset? How would changing fuel prices affect mode choice?



Using the model for finding optimal routes, the fuel cost was varied. Each run of the
model used different fuel costs and the resulting optimal mode choices were recorded.
From this, trends were established between modal split and fuel price.

Related to these questions the following hypotheses were tested:

5

1. From a cost perspective, conversion from truck to rail mode is warranted on some trips.
Based on discussions with individuals in the forestry industry trips over 100 miles are
considered candidates for rail. Optimistically 5-10% of truck trips in the data sample
could convert to using rail.
2. Based on data on the efficiency of transportation, rail is three times as fuel efficient on a
ton/miles basis than trucking (Association of American Railroads 2009). This should
translate into more rail mode choice as fuel costs increase.

Methodology and Tools
The research for the study included three main areas data collection, data processing
(reformatting), and although some commercial software was used, a significant portion of this
study used custom tools and techniques to produce the modeling outcomes. It should be noted
that many of the data reformatting and modeling steps also could have been completed in a
simpler way using GIS. However, the researcher’s knowledge of GIS systems was limited in the
early phases of the project, leading to this alternative approach. The accuracy of final results is
believed to be very consistent with the GIS option.

Limitations of Study
The study area is limited to the Upper Peninsula of Michigan, Northern Wisconsin, and Northern
Minnesota. For the rail network, all railroads in study were included, but only two main
railroads, CN and E&LS, were contacted for data on public rail log sidings and rates.
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The optimization of the trips was done on a purely financial basis using transportation rates.
Service and reliability, which affect mode choice in the real world, were not included in the
optimization. It was considered that including reliability and service in the optimization was
beyond the scale of this project. The rates used were approximations. On the trucking side rates
are negotiated on a trip by trip basis, which could not be considered in this study due to large
number of trips being optimized. Instead, tariff rates were used in the model. The rail rate used
in this study is a public tariff rate, which do not take into account any discounts related to
volume or other case-by-case considerations. Only the current (October 2009) rates for trucking
and rail could be found, which makes the rates on average two years more recent than the
trucking data. This reduced the accuracy to which rates match the rates at the time the decisions
were made.

Converting truck traffic to rail has the potential to offer other benefits, in addition to the financial
ones outlined in this report. These benefits include environmental benefits of using less fuel and
producing fewer emissions per ton-mile for goods transported, as well as the social benefits of
reducing traffic accidents and maintenance costs on the road network. These external costs have
been calculated and published before (Forkenbrock 2001). Incorporating these costs into the
optimization was beyond the scope of this research, but likely would have shifted more trips
from trucking to rail.

7

Previous Research
Previous studies related to this research pertain specifically to truck route optimization,
intermodal freight transportation, intermodal freight modeling, and comparisons of rail and truck
for log transportation. This section outlines some of this previous research.

Transportation of logs has been heavily researched in the past, but often only viewing it as a
truck optimization problem. In Scandinavia several pilot studies of collaborative truck
dispatching have been completed and some results have been integrated into standard business
practices. One study found the switch to a single dispatcher, as in collaborative truck
dispatching, increased backhauls and reduced empty miles by 4.8% to 8.4% (Carlsson and
Ronnqvist 2007). Even with this modest reduction in empty miles, these truck routing
optimizations are being evaluated and implemented globally, which demonstrates how even a
small reduction in transportation costs is crucially important to the industry (Mendell, Harbor et
al. 2006).

Only a few studies have evaluated rail for log transportation and the rail network has changed
considerably in the decades since much of this research was conducted. The rail network in
United States began to shrink following World War II, and nearly 40% of track was abandoned
from 1980 to 2005 (Weatherford, Willis et al. 2008). Usually the track was abandoned because
of its low volume and low revenue. The rail lines through and to forest land often fall into the
category of low volume and low revenue, leading to their common abandonment. In the U.S. the
current modal split for logs is hard to deduce, but an estimate for Sweden places their modal split
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at 70% truck, 20% rail and 10% marine (Tromborg, Sjolie et al. 2009). This small modal share
for rail may explain why rail log transportation has a smaller body of research compared to truck.

Looking beyond log transportation to general road-truck modal comparisons yields an extensive
area of research, mostly made up of research into intermodal freight transportation. In a
comprehensive literature review Botekoning, Macharis and Trip published the various
definitions many authors used for defining intermodal freight transportation (Botekoning,
Macharis et al. 2004). They suggest the definition of intermodal freight transportation as “the
movement of goods in one and the same loading unit or vehicle by successive modes of transport
without handling of the goods themselves when changing modes” and expand on the definition
by stating that the essential aspects of intermodal transportation are synchronized and seamless
transportation using standard units, between several modes of transportation. The time critical
aspect of intermodal freight encourages the synchronization/seamlessness, as the cargo is often
more valuable than average freight. The same emphasis is not placed on transit time in log
transportation, because of the low value and large inventories carried to buffer supply issues.
This difference in priorities makes the two freight transport systems quite different, although
they share the same modes of transit. Whereas intermodal optimizations often have to balance
competing goals of cost and transit time, multimodal log transportation tends to focus primarily
on cost minimization.

Generic multimodal freight models exist and are commonly used for examining flows of nonspecific goods over large areas. The Oak Ridge National Labs (ORNL) presented a model that
was used for routing a sample of over five million trips from the US Commodity Flow Survey
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(Southworth and Peterson 2000). Their paper outlined the networks used for highway, rail and
waterway routing, as well as the algorithm used to choose routing. Instead of multi-objective
optimization this work assigned a resistance value based on cost and time to each mode. This
was multiplied by each link to get the link resistances and a shortest path algorithm was used to
find the optimal route by least resistance. The ORNL model shares several similarities with the
model developed for this research with the exception of the optimization goal. Instead of the rate
and transit time, this research optimizes just the rate.

Research in modeling multimodal routing that focuses on log transportation is very limited. In a
paper published from University of Alberta, the authors modeled the supply chain of two
hypothetical biomass power plants in Alberta, Canada (Mahmudi and Flynn 2006). The study
examined the transportation of straw and wood chips, both of which differ from logs in their
physical characteristics, but whose transportation choices are also heavily driven by costs. A
heuristic rule was constructed defining 170 km (straw) and 145 km (wood chips) as the transition
point between trucking to rail for price optimal transportation. The 145 km for wood chips is
approximately 90 miles, lending some support to the 100 mile rule of thumb used in this research
study area. In another study, done for the Texas DOT a very similar optimization was attempted
for logs (Mathur and Warner 1997). The study was tasked with evaluating the growth of rail as a
mode to reduce congestion and road wear. The goal of the research was to develop a cost
optimization model, but results were inconclusive, as the study could not find complete
transportation rates. However it offered the same heuristic rule of 100 miles, as the transition
point between rail and trucking.
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Outside of modeling several studies there have also been done to find the modal split, as well as
the associated environmental effects. With the new emphasis being placed on green house gas
emissions and sustainability, rail has an advantage over trucks due to its greater fuel efficiency
(Association of American Railroads 2009). Recently an evaluation was done of possible fuel
costs scenarios and their outcomes to the forest industry in Norway (Tromborg, Sjolie et al.
2009). The article looked at trucking, as well as rail and marine, modeling the effects of fuel
cost fluctuations and changes in truck weights. In another study from Europe, a comparison was
done between Great Britain and Finland in how they transport logs (Hognas 2001). This study
examined the differences in infrastructure and modal choice in each country, concentrating
heavily on the impact of changing weight limits for trucks. Cost data was very limited in almost
every source found, with the exception of an article in the Forest Products Journal. In the article
the authors attempted to determine whether it is cost effective to harvest small diameter trees.
The authors looked at the total production cost to mill gate and the listed average speeds over
various road types for a chip van. The study also found that transportation represented 47% of
the total cost of logs for trips less than 40 miles to the mill (Pan, Han et al. 2008).

11

Definitions
Listed here are several definitions for phrases used in this report.

Truck Shipment Data – One of the four sets of original truck shipment data, with no formatting
or conversions completed.

Historic Truck Dataset – Dataset containing all of the truck shipments after formatting,
compiling, and conversions.

Short line Railroad (Class III Railroad) – A railroad with adjusted operating revenues that are
under 20 Million dollars for three consecutive years(US Surface Transportation Board).

Class I Railroad – A railroad with adjusted operating revenues that are above 250 Million
dollars for three consecutive years(US Surface Transportation Board).
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Chapter 2: Data Preparation
Benchmarking modal choice for log transportation utilized a historic sample of truck shipments
large enough to represent the study area’s forestry industry. This project used a confidential
dataset from a group of studies all completed in cooperation with the Lake State Shippers
Association (LSSA).

The LSSA started in 2005 with an initial investigation into log transportation inefficiencies and
demonstrated the wide variety of origins and destinations for log truck movements. After the
initial investigations, Genco was contracted by the LSSA to investigate the opportunities to
collectively optimize truck movements for member companies and to function as a coordinator
for the pooled freight transportation system. The underlying principle for this study was to
achieve a reduction in empty miles by combining truck trips into a tour that reduced total
mileage. A sample of truck shipments was obtained from several members of the LSSA by the
Genco to assist in the investigation to combine tours. This dataset was also used for this research
project.

Description of Received Data
Four companies provided data on their truck shipments for 2007. Two of the companies are
forest landowners and the other two paper mills. The data was formatted as one large Microsoft
Access® database with numerous tables. Each table in the database represented either all truck
movements for a forest landowner, or for one facility owned by a paper company. The Access®
13

tables were generated using original Excel® and Access® documents from the four companies,
but there was no common format for the tables. In addition, many of the column labels in the
tables were missing and had to be interpreted from the data itself.

There were several common pieces of data in each table, including the following:



Locations (origin, destination)



Quantity transported



Date



Unique identifier (trip ticket number)



Product type (species or saw/pulp/veneer)

In total there were over 162,000 records in the truck shipment data, but before it could be used
several inconsistencies had to be addressed to modify the existing dataset into a unified and
usable format.

Location Conversion (PLSS to Geographic Coordinates) Background
Several types of coordinate systems are used for identifying locations in the United States today
and most can be converted among the different formats using standard GIS tools. The origin
locations of truck shipments were provided in two formats. About half of the shipments were
defined using the Geographic Coordinate system of longitudes and latitudes and the other half
came with locations defined by the Public Land Survey System (PLSS). PLSS was conceived in
1785, and it has become the dominate coordinate system for mapping land ownership in Midwest
14

and West (National Atlas of the United States 2009). Using geographic coordinates in a GIS
program is a relatively simple task, as importing them is a common software function. This is
not the case for PLSS, which has limited GIS support.

The PLSS system divides land up into six mile by six mile blocks, designated as townships.
These townships are subdivided into 36 squares (designated sections), which are each one square
mile. The sections can be further subdivided but that level of division is not present in the truck
shipments data. Figure 1 details the naming convention and shows the townships and sections.

Figure 1: PLSS Naming System (National Atlas of the United States 2009)

The United States is divided up into 37 PLSS survey zones, which define the origin for naming
the townships in the zone. These zones were constructed from east to west as the country
15

expanded. In the western half of the U.S., the PLSS coordinates follow a very well defined
system and survey errors were minimal. Therefore, most of the western states have equations
that can convert from PLSS to geographic coordinates, and software is available to assist with
this conversion. The Bureau of Land Management (BLM), the government organization in
charge of the PLSS data for the U.S., has a conversion tool on their website, but this tool does
not work on the Midwestern states (US Bureau of Land Management).

In the Midwest, the PLSS surveying was done earlier with more primitive equipment and these
areas were more prone to surveying error. These errors were corrected by adjusting the grid
system of townships, as demonstrated in Figure 2. These adjustments are common in the Upper
Peninsula of Michigan, Wisconsin and Minnesota, thus making equation based conversion (from
PLSS to geographic coordinates) complicated.

Figure 2: PLSS Townships in UP
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The alternative to equation based conversion is lookup table conversion, and this technique was
chosen for the conversion in this project. Since the truck shipments data provided accuracy to
the section (1 square mile), this was chosen as the unit for each entry in the lookup table.
Creating a lookup table for converting from PLSS to Geographic Coordinates required finding
the geographic coordinates for each PLSS section in the study area. To achieve the greatest
accuracy, each set of geographic coordinates was taken as the centroid of each section.

Creating PLSS Conversion Lookup Tables

The process for generating the lookup table differed by state, as each state publishes its own data
on PLSS. The process used for creating Wisconsin’s PLSS conversion lookup table is outlined
in a flow chart in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Flowchart of creating PLSS conversion lookup tables for Wisconsin

In Wisconsin the Department of Natural Resources (WisDNR) publishes GIS data on the
centroids of each Township, Section and Quarter Section in the state (Wisconsin Department of
Natural Resources (DNR) 2001). This data is provided in the shapefile format developed by
17

ESRI. Each shapefile is comprised of several different files and is outlined in a whitepaper by
ESRI (ESRI 1998). The two essential parts of the shapefile are the .shp file that holds the spatial
data (locations) and the .dbf file which contains the attributes of the items defined in the .shp file.
The .dbf file is a standard database file, based on the standard created by dBase. Using DBF
Viewer Plus® created by Alex Nolan (Nolan 2009), the .dbf file for Wisconsin was opened. A
search was done in DBF Viewer Plus® to select just the section information, which was then
exported to a CSV (Comma Separated Value) file. The CSV was imported into Excel® where
the data was arranged into a common format, and was saved as CSV yielding the Wisconsin
PLSS to Geographic Coordinate lookup table as presented in Table 1.

Table 1: Wisconsin PLSS to Geographic Coordinate lookup table

For Minnesota and Michigan, the process for creating the lookup table was not as simple and
required a few more steps, as outlined in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Flowchart of creating PLSS conversion lookup tables for Michigan and Minnesota

Unlike Wisconsin, Minnesota and Michigan do not produce shapefiles containing the centroids
of each Township, Section and Quarter Section for their states. However, there are shapefiles
available that contain the outlines of each section, each outline being represented by a polygon in
the shapefiles. The shapefiles for Michigan were downloaded from the BLM’s website (US
Bureau of Land Management), while the Minnesota shapefiles where obtained from the
Minnesota Land Management Information Center (Minnesota Land Management Information
19

Center (LMIC) 2007). The BLM’s website contains shapefile data for Minnesota and Wisconsin
as well, but each of the states was missing sections in BLM’s data. Wisconsin’s and Minnesota’s
websites had all of the sections for their respective states.

Since no centroid was provided, the .shp files were used to generate an approximation of the
center of each section. An exact centroid was not needed, as accuracy of each section is only to
within a mile. Instead, the furthest extents in the Latitude (North/South) and Longitude
(East/West) were found and averages were calculated. This approximation of the centroid is
very accurate for the rectangular sections (most common), and within ¾ of a mile in the worst
case scenario.

Converting the .shp file polygons to centroids could create a problem when there is more than
one polygon representing a section. This happens commonly along the shorelines with islands,
where multiple polygons are needed to represent one section. Each of the polygons in the same
section refers to the same record in the .dbf file, therefore records do not line up one to one. In
the .shp file and .dbf file, cross reference IDs link the two lists, but converting the .shp file to
CSV discards the cross reference IDs.

The ESRI whitepaper on shapefiles states that if there is

one polygon in the .shp file per set of attributes in the .dbf file, the lists will line up when placed
side by side (ESRI 1998). To accomplish this, shapefiles were opened in MapWindow® and
each section was reduced to one polygon by deleting all but the largest polygon (see example in
Figure 5). This reduction in polygons reduces the accuracy, but as most of the removed
polygons are small islands it will have little effect on the approximate centroid for each section.
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Figure 5: Conversion from Multipart polygons to Single part Polygons

As the .shp file’s data is in a proprietary format created by ESRI, this data needed to be
converted to a CSV for processing of approximate centroids. This conversion was done through
Shape2Text® software created by Zonum Solutions (Zonum Solutions 2007). The outputted
CSV had two columns - Latitude and Longitude (Table 2). Every polygon is represented by a
group of points, or nodes, that define its outline. In the example, the first polygon has five
nodes, each with a longitude and latitude. An empty row separates it from the next polygon
entry. This CSV was read into “Polygons2Centroids” program that was written for the project.
This program computes the centroid using the aforementioned averaging of extents of longitude
and latitude. The output of the approximate centroid computations is a CSV file of coordinates
for each centroid. Using the DBF Viewer Plus® program the .dbf was converted to a CSV,
similar to how the program was used with Wisconsin’s PLSS data. The centroid coordinates and
PLSS data from the .dbf were then placed so each Section’s centroid coordinates lined up with
its PLSS information.
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Table 2: Example .shp file converted to CSV

After the PLSS to Geographic Coordinate lookup tables were completed for all three states, they
were compiled into one common lookup table for the study area. There are over 161,000 entries
in the lookup table covering the Upper Peninsula of Michigan, Wisconsin and Minnesota. A
sample of the conversion lookup table is shown in Table 3.

Table 3: Example of PLSS to Geographic Coordinate Lookup Table
State
MN
MN
MN
MN

Township Range
168
35
168
35
168
35
168
35

Range Dir
W
W
W
W

Section
15
14
22
23

Latitude Longitude
49.37564 -95.1454
49.37067 -95.1279
49.35965 -95.1452
49.35978 -95.1258

Creating Unified Common Format Trucking Dataset
With the truck shipment data initially in several formats, a common format had to be created for
use in the model. The columns used for the common dataset are described in Table 4.
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Table 4: Common format for Truck Shipments Dataset

Moving data from the individual company’s datasets to a common format also required certain
conversions to be completed. The PLSS coordinates had to be converted to Geographic
Coordinates, as discussed in the previous section. Also the quantity of logs had to be converted
to the two quantity units (tons and cords), and potential double counting of loads had to be
addressed.

Quantity Units (tons vs. cords) and Double Counting
In the truck shipment data received from the Third Party Logistics Company, every quantity
came labeled as tons. It was recognized there was an anomaly with one company’s data whose
truck loads were on average far too small to be in tons. For this company the average load was
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13.3 tons, a very small load even for Wisconsin trucks. This anomaly was confirmed when it
was revealed that a forest landowner in the study had sold the company logs, with an average
load being 30.7 tons. The averages differ by a factor of 2.31, which is very close to the local
forestry industry accepted factor of 2.35 tons/cord, that was established through forest industry
interviews. Therefore the company’s quantity unit was changed to cords using the local forestry
industry standard of 2.35 tons/cord.

After truck shipment data was merged from various mills and forest landowners, it was
recognized that some of shipments might be double counted. Several cases were found in the
trucking data where a forest landowner sold wood to a mill, leading to the shipment being
counted twice, as both companies listed it separately. The solution was to remove any shipment
records from the forest landowner’s data that went to a mill in the dataset.

Converting PLSS to Geographic Coordinates
With the dataset in a common format and merged into one table, a custom program was written
for the project to convert dataset from PLSS to geographic coordinates using the previously
created lookup tables. The program opens the dataset and conversion lookup tables and converts
PLSS to longitude/latitude and vice versa, outputting a CSV with the converted values. The
lookup tables successfully converted 99.5% of the PLSS locations to geographic coordinates.
Shipments that could not be converted were removed from the dataset. The final historic truck
dataset contains 100,473 records, 38% less records then the original dataset. This reduction in
records was due to many corrections in the data including: removing records that travelled
beyond the study area, removing double counted records where the same logs were counted by
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the land owner and mill, consolidating truck shipments that had multiple records. The final
historic truck dataset totals approximately 3.17 million tons, or 1.35 million cords, of logs.
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Chapter 3: Rail Log Siding and Active Track Inventory
Finding the optimal mode choice and route for each trip in the historic truck dataset required
building a GIS model of the transportation network. This chapter presents the steps taken to
create the transportation network. The network is comprised of two sub networks (rail lines and
roads) which are connected at rail sidings.

There are many software products that provide a complete road network of the study area. This
project used MapPoint 2009®, produced by Microsoft (Microsoft 2009) to provide the optimal
route over the road network given two coordinate pairs. MapPoint provides the shortest distance
as defined by travel time. This calculation assumes a simplification that the trucks travel at the
speed limit, as well MapPoint does not take into account weight limits sections of roads.

In terms of commercial products that contain the rail network and capabilities to do optimal
routing, the choices are limited. The most common commercial package is PC*Miler Rail®
produced by ALK Technologies. This software package is very common in the logistics
industry, and CN uses it for calculating mileages for their fuel surcharge (Canadian National
2008). However, the software does have some drawbacks for this application, as it lacks the
ability to change the rail network. This would be a serious limitation, since sections of track
have been taken out of service in the last few months. In addition, code for a shortest route
algorithm had already been produced before starting this project, so it was decided to build a rail
network specifically for this project. The following section covers the process of locating and
categorizing the log rail sidings, as well as the construction of the rail network. It explains the
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process for converting the rail network and log rail sidings into two CSV files - one containing
all rail log sidings and their attributes, and the other consisting of a distance matrix between
connected stations.

Rail Log Data Collection
There are three types of rail sidings used to service the forest industry in the study area.

1. Team Track - The team track is the most common type of rail log siding, in which the rail
siding is open to the public and owned by the railroad. Often team tracks are simply a
parallel track siding to the main track with an adjacent public road. These sidings
sometimes have room to store (or deck) wood next to the track.
2. Private Yard – These are rail sidings located on private land. These are commonly
owned by a mill, but some are owned by other parties and leased to mills. Compared to
the team tracks, private yards often have ample space for storing logs and offer the added
security of a gate to prevent theft of logs. An example of a team track and a private yard
are presented in Figure 6. In this study it was assumed that the team track and private
yard are for transloading of logs from trucks to railcars only. Although trucks could be
loaded from a railcar at these locations, the high costs of loading makes it a very
uncommon event in the study area.
3. Mill - The third kind of rail log siding are mills where the logs are unloaded from the
railcars.
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Figure 6: Team Track and Private Yard

The data collection to identify all rail log sidings in the study area began with contacting the
railroad companies. There are 20 active railroads ranging from several Class 1s to a few
shortline railroads that may only serve one industrial customer. The active railroads list was
compiled using three State’s DOTs rail maps (Michigan DOT 2009; Minnesota DOT 2009;
Wisconsin DOT 2009). A list of railroads in the study area is shown in Table 5, along with
information on type of railroad and whether they haul logs.
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Table 5: Railroads in Study Area

Railroads in Study Area
Railroad
Abbreivations
LSI
CN
ELS
TR
UP
BNSF
WGNS
PGR
LTVX
NSM
NSSR
CP
MNN
NPR
SCXY
NLR
OTVR
MD&W
CTRR
TC&W

Railroad Names
Lake Superior & Ishpeming RR
Canadian National RY
Escanaba & Lake Superior RR
Tomahawk RY
Union Pacific RR
Burlington Northern Santa Fe RR
Wisconsin Great Northern RR
Progressive Rail Inc
LTV Mining / LTV Steel
Northshore Mining
North Shore Scenic RR
Canadian Pacific RY
Minnesota Northern RR
Northern Plains RR
St Croix Valley RR
Northern Lines Ry
Otter Tail Valley RR
Minnesota, Dakota & Western RY
Cloquet Terminal RR
Twin Cities & Western RR

Type
Shortline
Class I
Shortline
Shortline
Class I
Class I
Shortline
Shortline
Private
Private
Passenger
Class I
Shortline
Shortline
Shortline
Shortline
Shortline
Shortline
Shortline
Regional

Communication
Status
Received
Received
Received
Emailed
Emailed
Emailed
NA
Received
NA
NA
NA
Emailed
Received
Emailed
NA
Received
NA
Emailed
Emailed
Emailed

Railroad Status
Log Hauling
No logs currently carried
Hauls Logs
Hauls Logs
Hauls logs, one station
Hauls Logs
Hauls Logs
No logs currently carried
No logs currently carried
No Longer in operation
No logs currently carried
No logs currently carried
Hauls Logs
No logs currently carried
Unknown
No logs currently carried
No logs currently carried
No logs currently carried
Pulpwood
Owned by Sappi Fine Paper
Pellets & Forest Products

Most of the short line railroads in the study area do not haul logs or could nor produce lists of rail
stations that handled log products. Two key railroads, CN and E&LS replied with data on
stations where they handled log products. The list from CN was of freight stations on their
network which had loaded or unloaded logs over the past year. Freight stations refer to a general
location on the rail network; a freight station can therefore have many rail sidings. In terms of
rail log sidings, E&LS is the only railroad that publishes a map, but this map only shows their
team tracks.
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Locating Log Rail Sidings
The freight station data provided a good start for the siding inventory but did not define the type
of siding, or provide an accurate geographic location. Several tools were used to develop
accurate siding data, starting with Bing Maps® which is an online mapping service by Microsoft
that provides aerial photography. Freight stations on the railroad were commonly named after
the city which they serviced, which was searched using Bing. If Bing found a city with the same
name, the aerial photography was used to locate the railroad and indentify rail sidings. If a
siding was located with a public access road it was assumed to be a team track. Figure 7 shows
an example of a team track aerial photo from Gould City, MI.

Figure 7: Aerial photo of a team track in Gould City, MI.
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In addition every siding was examined for mills and private yards as a freight station on the list
could have any number and combination of rail log sidings. Mills and private yards were much
easier to find, do to their larger size. Figure 8 and Figure 9 show aerial photographs of a private
yard and a mill respectively.

Figure 8: Aerial photo of a Private Yard in Ensign, MI

Figure 9: Aerial photo of a Mill in Escanaba, MI
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For the mills and private yards an attempt was also made to find ownership for the facilities.
Mills and most of the private yards are staffed and have mailing addresses. Bing Maps allowed
for searching by business type, such as “Wood & Pulp” which was used for this study. The
ownership data for private yards is important to gather, as the mill that orders the shipment needs
to own or lease the private yard that their logs would travel through. For the freight stations that
could not be found with Bing Maps, the Federal Railroads Administration’s (FRA) GIS website
(FRA 2007) was used. The website provides a search for freight stations, which located all of
the remaining stations for the lists. Since the FRA’s GIS website does not provide aerial
imagery, the accurate location and ownership data were identified again through Bing Maps.

Once the freight stations were located and identified, several interviews were conducted with
forest industry companies including mills and land owners. They provided information on
missing rail log sidings and those that had been closed. The interviews pointed out several
freight stations where team tracks had been omitted, because the station was thought only to have
a mill or private yard. With CNs list of freight stations it cannot be known how many rail log
sidings there are which led to missing team tracks. To help locate these team tracks CN provided
a list of freight stations that had team tracks. To locate E&LS rail log sidings aerial photos from
Bing Maps® were used to examine E&LS’s entire track network to locate private yards and mills
which were then added to the rail log sidings list to create the final inventory. In total this
research located 98 freight stations between both rail networks that handle logs, located at these
freight stations are 117 rail log sidings including 63 team tracks, 16 private yards, and 38 mills.
The complete list of rail log sidings is included in Appendix A.
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Track Inventory
Unlike the inventory of rail log sidings, there are several sources of track networks available free
of charge. This project utilizes the CTA Railroad Network from Oak Ridge National Labs for its
track network (Oak Ridge National Labs 2009). This network was selected over other available
networks, as it includes recent updates of abandoned track. Nevertheless, meetings with forestry
companies suggested there were even more sections of the railroad that were out of service.
Since the sections of track in question were all located in Wisconsin the Wisconsin DOT
confirmed that these sections were still owned by the railroad, but were currently out of service.
The current unavailability of these sections was recognized in the rail network used for this
project.

GIS Editing and Formatting Data
With a list of rail log sidings and a rail network completed, the files needed to be converted into
a format that could be used by the model. The model for this project uses a shortest path
algorithm to find the shortest route over the rail network. The model uses the adjacency matrix
and replaces the connections with distances yielding a distance-adjacency matrix. An example
of the conversion from a link-node diagram to a distance-adjacency matrix is shown in Figure
10.
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Figure 10: Conversion from link node diagram to distance - adjacency matrix

To calculate distances between rail log sidings the list of sidings was imported into GIS with the
CTA rail network, making a map of the two railroads and their respective rail log sidings. The
full map is presented in Figure 11. To allow the link node diagram to accurately represent the
rail network, nodes had to be placed at the intersection of rail lines, if there were no rail log
sidings at these locations. In addition the poly-lines that represented the rail network were split
and joined as necessary, so the network was comprised of one poly-line per link. The outcome
was that the rail distance between two connected nodes could easily be found by retrieving the
distance of that poly-line. Each link on the rail network was recorded using the two ID numbers
for the end nodes along with the distance between them. This file was saved as a CSV in
preparation for converting it to a distance-adjacency matrix and custom software called
“ConnectMatrix” was written to read the data from the CSV and output the distance-adjacency
matrix in CSV format.
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Figure 11: Inventory of Railroad Track and Rail Log Sidings
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Mill Rail Access Coding
The model uses distance-adjacency matrix to find the distance between any two freight stations
and determines whether a rail log siding can be used to transload logs from truck to train. The
last piece of information is whether the destination mill has rail access. The historic truck
records do not indicate whether a mill has a rail log siding, so every trucking data destination had
to be checked for rail service. Automated determination rules for checking if a destination had a
rail siding were considered, such as distance to a rail log siding but were recognized as
inaccurate, so the historic truck records were coded by hand using aerial photography to
determine whether they had rail access. If a destination had rail access, the trip was coded with
the ID number of that freight station. After coding all of the trips in the historic truck dataset, it
was found only 6% of the tons in the dataset went to destinations that had no rail access. Of the
other 94% of tons with destinations with rail access, 22% were to destinations located outside the
two railroads that make up this project’s rail network. The results highlight that nearly all of the
historic truck trips have the possibility of traveling by rail, and 72% of the tons can be evaluated
for with the rail network model.
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Chapter 4: Transportation Rates
With the rail access for the historic truck dataset destinations coded, and the distance-adjacency
matrix completed, all of the data was ready for the model to find the optimal route and
transportation mode by distance. To find the optimal route and mode by price, rate data was
needed for truck and rail modes. In previous studies, such as the one completed for the Texas
DOT, finding accurate transportation rates had proven to be a difficult task (Mathur and
E.Warner 1997). There are many different ways to estimate a rate for a given trip, such as by
hour in transport or by mileage. For the model used in this project, all rates had to be converted
into a base cost plus a per mile cost.

The forestry industry in the Upper Midwest uses many different contract and payment structures
for the transportation of logs. The most common contract structure for the transportation of logs
using only truck transportation is presented in Figure 12. Under this system, the mill pays the
logger the price of the logs plus the price to have them trucked from the forest to the either the
mill gate or a remote wood yard owned by the mill. The logger is responsible for hiring and
paying the trucker for their services.
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Figure 12: Contract structure for truck only transportation

The contract structure for transporting logs using a combination of truck and rail transportation is
shown in Figure 13. In this structure, the trucker is delivering the logs to a rail log siding instead
of the mill or a wood yard. The rail log siding can either be a team track or a private yard the
mill leases or owns. The railroad is commonly paid separately by the mill.

Figure 13: Contract structure for two mode, truck & rail transportation
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If the truck arrives at the rail log siding and the railcar is ready to be loaded, the trucker will use
the self loader on his truck to unload the logs into the railcar. A picture of a log truck with a self
loader loading logs on to a railcar is shown in Figure 14. This type of loading is called “Hot
Loading” and is normally included in the trucker’s standard transportation rate. If the railcar is
not available the trucker will unload the logs to the ground which is also part of the trucker’s
standard transportation rate. When the railcar arrives at the siding, the mill is responsible for
loading the railcar from the logs on the ground. Often the mill will pay a fee to a trucker with a
self loader to come and load the railcar, or the private yard staff will load the railcar using
equipment at the private yard. In either case, this method of loading the rail car is an additional
expense to the mill.

Figure 14: Log Truck loading a railcar

When optimizing the trips with the model, it would be difficult to determine if a railcar would be
waiting at the rail log siding for hot loading to occur. Therefore, the model assumes that all log
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shipments that use rail are hot loaded. This will underestimate the transportation rate for cases
where the rail car would not have been ready, therefore causing the model to slightly
overestimate the conversion from truck to train.

Truck Rates
As is common with most forms of transportation there are two different types of rates - tariff and
contract. The tariff rates are the rates that a trucking company would publish or present to a
potential new customer. The customer and trucking company may use the tariff rate, or they can
create a contract rate. The contract rates are typically lower than the tariff rates, but are
customer, date, and route specific. The model uses tariff rates, which will lead to more
conservative estimate of trucking costs than expected in the real world, but can be applied to any
movement of logs by any customer.

The two most common methods of constructing tariff rates for moving logs by truck are to base
rates on miles or on hours in transport (including loading and unloading). In the study area the
mile based tariff rate structure is the dominant system for public truck tariffs. This rate system
provides a base rate that covers the cost of loading/unloading, and an additional “per mile” rate is
added for the distance traveled from origin to destination.

In the study area there are different weight limits that lead to different average tariff rates. In
Michigan the weight limit for log trucks is 164,000 lbs (Green, Brenda et al. 2003), while a
maximum of only 80,000 lbs (98,000 lbs under certain winter conditions) is allowed in
Wisconsin (Wisconsin DOT 2007) and 80,000 lbs in Minnesota (Minnesota DOT 2009). This
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offers Michigan trucks a cost advantage through gains in efficiency from their larger size. For
this research it was assumed Wisconsin and Minnesota trucks share the same average tariff rate
structure, while Michigan trucks have their own tariff rate structure.

To develop average truck tariff rates for Wisconsin / Minnesota and Michigan, several trucking
companies were contacted to get their tariff rate structures. Three companies from Michigan and
one from Wisconsin supplied their tariff rate structures. All of the Michigan tariff rates were
converted to dollars/ton and plotted versus distance. Using a linear regression it was found the
coefficient of determination was R2 = 0.9703 (Figure 15), meaning that the sample of Michigan
tariff rates were a very close fit to a linear function. This high coefficient of determination
suggests the log trucking industry in the study area is very competitive, as competitors have near
equal tariff rate structures.

Michigan Truck Tariff Rates vs Distance
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Figure 15: Michigan Truck Tariff Rates vs. Distance
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To determine an average tariff rate structure for Michigan, the three Michigan truck tariff rates
were fit with linear regression independently. Then these three linear functions were averaged
into the average tariff rate for Michigan trucks. For Wisconsin and Minnesota, a truck tariff rate
was created by running a linear regression on the single Wisconsin truck tariff rate. Additional
sample tariff rate structures would be needed to provide more accuracy to the average Wisconsin
and Minnesota tariff rates.

Rail Rates Background
Similar to trucking, two different types of rates are used for rail transportation - contract and
tariff. Although not required, tariff rates are commonly published by the railroad for each
commodity by origin-destination pair, on a per car basis. Railroads can also form contract rates
with specific customers for specific movements, commodities, dates, and volumes. The tariff
rates will tend to be higher, as the contract rates are reduced for various reasons. A good example
of this is contract rates based on volume. The railroad and customer can negotiate a rate to take
into account volume shipped and agree to a contract rate which is lower than the tariff rate.

For short distances the origin and destination are often on the same railroad’s network, allowing
the customer to deal with a single railroad for a movement and rates. For movements involving
two or more railroads rate structures get more complicated. There are two different ways for a
customer to get the rate for a movement across several railroads:



Trough rate – This is a rate for the whole trip including the rates for all railroads that
shipment uses. The customer deals with the originating railroad for a through rate.
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Rule 11 Rate: This rate structure comes from AAR’s accounting Rule 11 (Whiteside
2009). Using Rule 11 the customer consults each railroad on which the movement will
travel and gets a rate for the segment of the trip over their network. The customer then
pays all of the railroads separately.

Gathering Rail Rates
Getting accurate rates for the rail transportation proved to be a challenging task. For E&LS, a
short line railroad working in cooperation with this research, tariff rates for logs do not exist, so
every shipment travels under a contract rate. The contract rates are based on a zone system that
does not directly translate into a base price plus per mileage rate. Most shipments originating on
E&LS terminate on CN’s network and use through rates. These issues made it nearly impossible
to build an accurate representation of E&LS rates for the model and resulted in leaving E&LS
rates out of the optimization model.

CN, the other railroad in the study, uses both tariff and contract rates. For this study the tariff
rates were used because they are published for logs for nearly all origin-destination pairs. These
tariff rates can be accessed one origin-destination pair at time on their website, generating a price
per car and a time in transit. For the optimization model rates for every combination of origin
and destination needed to be calculated. Calculating these one origin-destination pair at a time
was deemed infeasible, because of the time it would require to complete the queries. An
alternative method was devised, based on observations that rates seemed to be linearly dependent
on distance of the trip. The method consisted of:
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Generating 100 random origin-destination pairs and their distances



Using origins and destinations in CN’s website rate tool to calculate rates



Converting rates to a per ton basis, assuming 80-ton capacity for the 53’ railcars



Plotting rates against the mileage for each trip (Figure 16).
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Figure 16: CN Rate vs. Distance

Figure 16 shows a piecewise linear relationship that makes up CNs common tariff rate structure
for logs. There were almost a dozen outliers on the graph which involved movements from just a
couple of rail log sidings. This suggested that these rail log sidings have had their rates hand
adjusted by CN. The outliers were removed and the data was split into two groups at the point
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where the linear functions converged. The resulting two linear functions from linear regression
are presented in Figure 17. The equations from the two sets of linear regression are the rate
equations used by the model for rail rates.
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Figure 17: CN Rate vs. Distance (Linear Regression)

Impact of Fuel Price changes on Rates
Both rail and trucks utilize diesel fuel making the cost of the transportation of each mode subject
to changes in diesel fuel prices. Railroads use fuel surcharges to pass on the cost of increasing
fuel prices. CN uses a mileage based fuel surcharge as outlined in CN Tariff 7403 Fuel
Surcharge (Canadian National 2008). This fuel surcharge is based on the Energy Information
Administration (EIA) U.S. No. 2 Diesel Retail Sales by all Sellers On-Highway Diesel Fuel
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(HDF) and adds $0.00575 per railcar-mile for each $0.03 increase in HDF per gallon above
$2.30. This converts to $.002396 per ton-mile for each dollar increase in HDF per gallon above
$2.30, assuming 80 ton capacity railcars and represents the fuel surcharge used in the
optimization model for CN.

Log trucking firms in the area sometimes use fuel surcharges, but more commonly they adjust
their rates to reflect changes in fuel price. The log truckers often do not keep records on the
relationships of their rates versus the price of diesel, so it was assumed that any extra fuel costs
were directly added or subtracted from their tariff rate. To calculate the relationship between
HDF and truck rates, estimates of average fuel efficiency (MPG), capacity (tons) and percent of
loaded miles were established. Fleet estimates for fuel efficiency of Michigan and
Wisconsin/Minnesota trucks were obtained from a local truck dealer, and shipper interviews
revealed the capacity of the trucks and the percentage of loaded miles. Table 6 shows the
assumed values used to calculate the relationship between HDF price and truck rates. Based on
trucker interviews, log trucks in the study area are assumed to average 50% loaded miles. The
equation used for calculating the increase in rate per ton-mile for each $1.00 per gallon increase
in HDF is as follows:

𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑇𝑜𝑛 − 𝑀𝑖𝑙𝑒
1
=
$1.00 𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝐻𝐷𝐹
𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 ∗ 𝐹𝑢𝑒𝑙 𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 ∗ 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑑 𝑀𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑠
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Table 6: Fuel Surcharge Summary

Fuel Surcharge Summary
MI Truck
WI/MN Truck CN Rail
Fuel Efficiency (MPG)
3.5
5.5
Capacity (Tons)
50
26
Ton-Miles/Gallon
175
143
Percent Loaded Miles
50%
50%
Operational TonMiles/Gallon
87.5
71.5
Rate per Ton-Mile /
$1.00 Increase in HDF $ 0.011429 $ 0.013986 $ 0.002396
Base HDF Price
$
2.67 $
2.67 $
2.30

Fuel surcharges for trucks and rail operate from different base rates of HDF. For trucking all of
the rates were gathered in October 2009 and use the cost of fuel during that month. The average
cost of HDF for that month was $2.67 per gallon (Energy Information Administration 2009).
For CN’s fuel surcharge the tariff utilized the base rate of $2.30 per gallon.

Transportation Rates Overview
As an outcome of the rate investigations, the average rates were constructed for the optimization
model and are presented in Figure 18. All of these rates are public tariff rates, though as
mentioned the average rates are expected to be somewhat lower due to use of contract rates. It is
important to note that although rail appears to be competitive at distances just over 50 miles from
a price point of view, every movement of logs from the woods to mill that uses rail will include a
truck trip that adds to the overall transportation rate. Figure 19 shows the same rates but includes
a line that shows the total rate for a sample bi-modal movement. The sample bi-modal
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movement includes a trucking distance of 20 miles for the trip and utilizes Michigan truck rates.
This sample bi-modal trip better illustrates the break points between rail and truck transportation,
but is only valid for the sample assumptions of truck distance and fuel price.

Tariff Rates vs. Distance Transported
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Figure 18: Tariff Rates vs. Distance Transported
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Figure 19: Tariff Rates vs. Trip Distance
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Chapter 5: The Optimization Model
Optimizing a trip entails finding the route and associated modes that yield the lowest total rate
for transportation between an origin and destination. The 100,000 trips optimized for this
research were each a record from the historic truck dataset. The optimization models, as well as
the other tools in this research were built in Visual Basic .Net 2008®. The optimization model
used a software plug-in to operate MapPoint® for calculating road distances. This chapter
examines the operations of the model and key assumptions that were made.

Data Input
Three CSVs are imported to start the model - the Historic Truck Dataset, the Rail Log Sidings
List and the Distance–Adjacency Matrix. A generic input file for rates would have been difficult
to create due to the variety of ways to structure rates (as explained in the previous chapter), so it
was decided to adjust the transportation rates through changing constants in the program code.
The truck transportation rates were split into Michigan and Wisconsin/Minnesota and were
adjusted through two constants: the base rate and per mile rate. Similarly, CN rail rates included
a base rate plus a per mile rate, which was different for trips under and over 100 miles. Fuel
price was also set through a constant, and adjusting this constant modified all of the
transportation rates appropriately.
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Pre-Optimization Calculations
Prior to calculating the optimal routes and modes for the historic truck dataset, two sets of
calculations had to be completed (Figure 20). To compare the optimal modal choices against
truck only moves, the distance for each record had to be computed over the road network using
MapPoint. The model was able to identify duplicate origin-destination pairs and used the same
distance for both records, thus reducing the number of unique origin/destination pairs to a tenth
of the original. The second step to prepare for optimization was to incorporate the fuel price
used for that run of the model. Using the rate constants for the transportation modes and the fuel
price, the rates were adjusted according to the fuel price (Figure 20). This was done by
calculating the appropriate fuel surcharges for trucks and rail and adding them to the per mile
rates for each mode.

Figure 20: Pre-Optimization Calculations
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Optimization Logic
The optimization logic was run in a loop, computing the optimal modes and route for each record
as outlined in Figure 21.

Figure 21: Loop Logic for Optimization Model
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The optimization logic ran once for every trip being evaluated and was comprised of several
steps.

1. Computing the price for the Single Mode (Truck Only) trip. The model uses the largest
truck that can operate on the route (based on the States of the origin and destination), and
computes the rate for this trip.
2. The model then compares the rail access coding and the destination data from the
historic truck dataset. If the destination does not have rail access, truck-only mode is
assigned to the trip and the model moves to the next trip record. If the trip does have rail
access, rail is considered as an option and model moves on to the next step in the
optimization logic.
3. CN rail rates are calculated from the destination to every team track on the connected rail
network by using distances from the Dijkstra Shortest Path Algorithm (Dijkstra 1959).
4. For trips with a rail component, the maximum size truck that can be used for the truck
portion of the bi-modal trip is calculated by identifying the State for the trip origin and
every team track.
5. The truck rate is calculated from the origin in the forest to every team track. The
distance is calculated using the Great Circle Equation, as it is considerably faster than
MapPoint® but is less accurate because it provides a distance as the “crow flies” not
over the road as MapPoint® generates (Chamberlin 1996). These distances are then
converted to rates for the truck segments.
6. For each every team track, a bi-modal compound rate is developed by adding the truck
segment rate to the rail segment rate.
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7. The lowest bi-modal rate is compared against the single mode truck rate, and if the single
mode truck rate is less the model tags this record as going by truck. If the bi-modal
compound rate is less than the single mode truck rate, then the model recalculates the
truck segment rate using the more accurate distance provided by MapPoint®.
8. If this new bi-modal compound rate is greater than the single mode trucking rate, the
model tags this record as going by single mode truck. If the new bi-modal compound
rate is still less than single mode truck rate then the model tags this record as being bimodal.

Model Output
The output for the model is a new CSV file that is based off of the historic truck dataset CSV.
Extra columns have been added to output various parameters generated during the optimization,
such as:



Optimal Mode (Single Mode or Bi-Modal)



Miles by each mode



Segment rate by mode



Rail log siding used for transloading (if rail was used).

The output CSV data was imported into an Excel template to summarize the results. A sample
output of this Excel template is shown in Table 7 .
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Table 7: Sample output results Excel template

Optimization Results - Fuel Price $2.67 (October 2009)
Mode

Ton-Miles

Single Mode: Truck

282,887,505.33

Single Mode: Truck
Bi-Modal: Rail
Bi-Modal: Truck
Total Cost

210,324,463.21
59,273,438.36
13,289,603.76

Optimized Truck Totals

223,614,066.97

Tons
Avg Trip Miles
Non - Optimized
3,171,611.15
89.19
Optimized
2,707,124.89
77.69
464,486.25
127.61
464,486.25
28.61
3,171,611.15

Savings

Total Cost

Avg Cost / Ton

$ 37,081,417.59 $

11.69

$
$
$
$

11.29

28,867,855.26
2,960,983.02
3,988,957.34
35,817,795.62 $

70.50

$ 1,263,621.96 $
3.41%

Savings Percent
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0.40

Chapter 6: Results and Analysis
In the study area the rule of thumb noted by several forestry companies was that rail is
competitive for trips over 100 miles. The optimization model was used to examine this rule of
thumb. The historic truck dataset was run through the model to find the distance over the road
for every trip, and a histogram was constructed showing how many tons of logs travelled in each
mileage range, as presented in Figure 22. It is notable that while majority of trips were less than
100 miles, there were numerous trips between 100 and 200 miles and some even beyond 200
miles. According to the rule of thumb these trips should be prime targets for movement by rail.

Tons per Trip Distance (All truck Data)
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0
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Figure 22: Tons per Trip Distance (Histogram)
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In the historic truck dataset every trip was completed using only truck. An average fuel price
from 2007 was used to best represent the fuel prices under which the trips were completed.
Table 8 and Figure 23 show the results of the optimization model using the average fuel price of
2007.

Table 8: Optimization Results - Fuel Price $2.89 (Average 2007)

Optimization Results - Fuel Price $2.89 (Average 2007)
Ton-Miles

Mode

Single Mode Trip: Truck

282,887,505.33

Single Mode Trip: Truck
206,206,174.60
Bi-Modal Trip: Rail Segment
62,532,744.09
Bi-Modal Trip: Truck Segment 14,148,586.65
Total Cost
Optimized Truck Totals

220,354,761.24

Tons
Avg Trip Miles
Non - Optimized
3,171,611.15
89.19
Optimized
2,675,989.03
77.06
495,622.12
126.17
495,622.12
28.55
3,171,611.15

Total Cost

Avg Cost / Ton

$ 37,912,725.50 $

11.95

$
$
$
$

11.51

29,004,106.67
3,199,767.83
4,287,556.68
36,491,431.17 $

69.48

Savings

$ 1,421,294.33 $
3.75%

Savings Percent

Optimized Modal Split
(by Ton-Mile)
Single Mode
Trip: Truck
Bi-Modal Trip:
Rail Segment
Bi-Modal Trip:
Truck Segment

5%
22%

73%

Fuel Price: $2.89

Figure 23: Optimized Modal Split (by Ton-Mile) – Fuel Price $2.89
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0.45

The results from the optimization model suggest that 22% of the total ton-miles from the historic
truck dataset should have travelled by rail, if the only criterion for mode choice were
transportation rates. This share of the ton-miles is mostly from the longer distance trips, as can
be seen from the average trip lengths. Evaluating all of the trips using a single mode trucking,
the average trip length is nearly 90 miles. Using the model to optimize mode choice, the bimodal results show that rail segments on average have a length of over 125 miles. In addition to
the rail segment every bi-modal trip has a truck segment. The average length of the truck
segment of a bi-modal trip was 28 miles. Adding this to the rail segment increases the average
bi-modal trip to almost 155 miles. Looking at all of the truck trips in the optimized results,
single mode and bi-modal combined, the average length of truck trips dropped 20 miles to 70
miles.

Comparing the total cost of transportation on the non-optimized versus the optimized shows a
3.75% cost savings for the optimized routing and mode choice. This 3.75% corresponds to $.45
savings per ton or $1.06 a cord. It is recognized that the shift of 22% of the ton-miles to rail
results only a small difference in total cost. This indicates that rail and truck rates in the area are
very competitive where rail is an option.

Identifying why the model yielded a 3.75% savings in transportation costs is important to
understanding possible inaccuracies within the model and for reasoning why rail is not used to its
optimal extent. As noted throughout this report, there were many simplifications in the model to
make the effort feasible. Therefore, some of the potential savings from modal shift may be due
to aspects not considered in the model, such as reliability or service frequency issues. However,
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shippers do not build optimization models to optimally route shipments, but typically rely on
historical information and experience instead that may not be optimal from price perspective.
Their current system of routing shipments is sufficient on a day to day basis, but the optimization
model has value when doing long term planning, as it can be used to compare different
harvesting locations and to determine approximate transportation costs. The optimization model
can also provide important insight when historical data might not be useful, such as during
turbulent fuel prices.

Fuel Price Sensitivity Analysis
To understand the relationship of fuel price and modal split, the model was used for sensitivity
analysis by varying the HDF price and by comparing the outcomes of the optimization runs.
Five runs of the model were completed for the sensitivity analysis with the fuel prices shown in
Table 9. All of the modeling results for the runs can be found in Appendix B. Figure 24
summarizes the results of these runs, demonstrating the relationship of modal split, as a function
of fuel price. Figure 25 compares the total transportation cost for all trips before and after
optimization.

Table 9: Fuel Price Sensitivity Analysis Runs
Fuel Price Time Period
$2.41 Low Price for 2007
$2.67 Average Price for 2009
$2.89 Average Price for 2007
$3.44 Maximum Price for 2007
$4.76 Maximum Price in last 5 Years
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Figure 24: Percent Ton-Miles per Mode versus Fuel Price

Figure 25: Total Cost of Transportation versus Fuel Price
At higher fuel prices, rail has an advantage over trucking because of its lower fuel surcharge.
With increasing fuel prices the optimization model predicts a sizable shift to rail from truck that
follows a nearly linear relationship. Based on the model, for every dollar increase in fuel price
7% of the ton-miles should shift from truck to rail to minimize the overall cost of transportation.
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The total cost of transportation reflects this shift to rail as well, as the savings from the shift to
rail increases with fuel prices. At the low fuel price considered for this sensitivity analysis ($2.41
/ gallon) the modal split of total ton-miles is 24% by bi-modal and 76% by single mode truck
(Figure 27), with a total cost savings of optimized bi-modal transportation are 3.01% (Table 11).
This contrasts the results at the highest fuel price considered ($4.76 / gallon), where the modal
split of total ton-miles is 39% by bi-modal and 61% by single mode truck (Figure 27), with a
total cost savings of optimized bi-modal transportation are 6.67% (Table 11).

Table 10: Optimization Results - Fuel Price $2.41 (Minimum 2007)
Optimization Results - Fuel Price $2.41 (Minimum 2007)
Ton-Miles

Mode

Single Mode Trip: Truck

282,887,505.33

Single Mode Trip: Truck
213,939,284.19
Bi-Modal Trip: Rail Segment
56,215,701.47
Bi-Modal Trip: Truck Segment 12,732,519.67
Total Cost
Optimized Truck Totals

226,671,803.86

Tons
Avg Trip Miles
Non - Optimized
3,171,611.15
89.19
Optimized
2,730,691.27
78.35
440,919.87
127.50
440,919.87
28.88
3,171,611.15

Total Cost

Avg Cost / Ton

$ 36,098,962.77 $

11.38

$
$
$
$

11.04

28,492,233.46
2,776,961.35
3,743,033.66
35,012,228.47 $

71.47

Savings

$ 1,086,734.31 $
3.01%

Savings Percent

0.34

Table 11: Optimization Results - Fuel Price $4.76 (Maximum in Last 5 Years)
Optimization Results - Fuel Cost $4.76 (Maximum in Last 5 Years)
Mode

Single Mode Trip: Truck

Ton-Miles
282,887,505.33

Single Mode Trip: Truck
172,494,022.43
Bi-Modal Trip: Rail Segment
89,797,887.09
Bi-Modal Trip: Truck Segment 20,595,595.80
Total Cost
Optimized Truck Totals

193,089,618.23

Tons
Avg Trip Miles
Non - Optimized
3,171,611.15
89.19
Optimized
2,439,001.38
70.72
732,609.77
122.57
732,609.77
28.11
3,171,611.15

Savings

Total Cost

Avg Cost / Ton

$ 44,978,842.79 $

14.18

$
$
$
$

13.24

30,054,162.28
5,177,422.77
6,746,847.14
41,978,432.19 $

60.88

$ 3,000,410.61 $
6.67%

Savings Percent

61

0.95

Figure 26: Optimized Modal Split (by Ton-Mile) - Fuel Price $2.41

Optimized Modal Split
(by Ton-Mile)
Single Mode
Trip: Truck
Bi-Modal Trip:
Rail Segment
Bi-Modal Trip:
Truck Segment

7%

32%
61%

Fuel Price: $4.76

Figure 27: Optimized Modal Split (by Ton-Mile) – Fuel Price $4.76
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Chapter 7: Conclusions
The choice of mode for the transportation of logs is an important issue for the Midwest forestry
industry. With the cost of transportation making up approximately 50% of the overall delivered
cost of logs to the mill gate, any cost saving measures should be considered. The use of bimodal transportation by rail and truck is one of those alternatives used. This research attempted
to examine if rail transportation was being used to its optimal extent, based on transportation
rates, and also to determine the effects of changing fuel prices on modal choice.

The study included considerable effort in obtaining and formatting data, and in developing a
model to examine the research questions. Historical trucking data was compiled into a common
format, and location data was converted to geographic coordinates from the PLSS coordinate
system. Using data from area railroads and shippers, the rail network and rail log sidings were
mapped. Truck rates were obtained from local log truckers and converted into rate equations for
the various truck sizes. Two railroads provided assistance on rates, although only the rates from
one railroad were utilized in the final model. Finally, a minimum rate optimization model was
built to identify the optimal mode or modes for each trip and to calculate the transportation cost.
The model was also used to complete the sensitivity analysis on the relationship between modal
choice and changing fuel prices.

Results from the model suggest that 22% of the ton-miles from the historic truck dataset should
have traveled using a bi-modal route to achieve the lowest transportation cost. This cost savings
equates to approximately 3.75% of the total cost of transportation. Although the savings seem
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small, research reviewed in the previous research section reveals that the percentage is
comparable to the savings typically achieved by implementing a collaborative truck dispatching,
or other similar methods to improve productivity.

This study represents one of the initial steps into understanding optimal mode choice for log
transportation and the outcomes show potential for cost savings through modal optimization.
The results also demonstrate that although optimizing every route day-to-day might not offer an
advantage over the traditional methods of choosing a mode, optimization can be a powerful tool
for planning, as it allows for the prediction of transportation costs by mode for any forest
location in the study area and provides a potential timber buyer a snapshot of transportation costs
from new areas.

In the analysis of the relationship between fuel price and optimal mode choice, the model
suggests that to minimize transportation cost, 7% of the ton-miles should shift from truck to rail
transportation for every dollar increase in diesel fuel cost. This is important for the forestry
industry because it reveals that although single mode trucking may have been the optimal mode
one year, changing fuel prices may make bi-modal transportation the optimal mode for the next.
To achieve the lowest transportation cost, forestry companies need to examine transportation
modes as fuel prices change. The fuel price analysis can be an important tool in planning and
allows for the creation of “what if” scenarios to explore how transportation cost changes with
increasing fuel costs. This research is just the beginning, but has already demonstrated the
strong effect that fuel price has on rate optimal mode choice.
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Future Research
In this study the framework was laid for using actual truck data to run an optimization model.
While the model was successfully completed, there are many areas in which its accuracy could
be improved. In addition, studies and projects in several other topics could be initiated that
would build from this work into new directions.

In terms of improving the accuracy of this work, additional efforts could be undertaken in the
following areas:



Collecting more truck rates, so more accurate average rates could be developed for each
state. As well more rates could be used to examine the range and distribution of rates.



The model uses only team tracks for transloading logs. However, logs can also be
transloaded at private yards. Using the private yards would require coding the historic
truck dataset records with the destination mill company and the private yards with mill
ownership.



Many of the destination mills in the historic truck dataset are located in Minnesota on
BNSF’s track network. Adding BNSF’s track network and rate equations would likely
increase the recommended shift to rail.



The model uses tariff rates for CN’s rate structure, but contract rates that consider
discounts would more accurately model the real prices. These rates could be gathered
with the assistance of forestry companies currently using CN.
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The model assumes that all logs are hot loaded from truck to train, which is a
simplification. Identifying the percentage of transloads that are not hot loaded would
allow the model to accurately incorporate those costs. From industry interviews the extra
loading cost has been estimated at an average of $3 to $6 dollars/cord.



The model includes no constraints on the minimum shipment size for rail; but rather does
all its calculations on a per ton basis. The model could incorporate the consideration that
only full railcars are typically shipped, along with the corresponding constraints.



This study looked at trips that traveled only by truck and optimized them based on rate.
It would be helpful to get a record of trips that travelled by rail to optimize them based on
rate as well, identifying if any would switch to truck. This could be used to help fit the
model to the real world.



The model does not take into account seasonality in choosing a mode of transit, in the
forest industry seasonality plays an important role in mode choice especially in the spring
when seasonal road weight limits are in effect. The model could incorporate an estimate
of these seasonal weight limits.



In the study area quarantine rules exist to combat the Emerald Ash Borer, these rules
restrict the movements of forest products from quarantine zones to non-quarantine zones,
these restrictions are not considered in the model and adding these restrictions would
make the model more accurate in its representation of the forest industry.

Other studies and projects that could be undertaken include the following:
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Incorporate intangible costs, such as time, service and reliability, into the optimization
model.



Use the model to analyze the possibility of consolidating rail log sidings, as well as the
option to add new sidings.



The model could be packaged in such a way to be used by local forestry companies to
generate maps that show optimal transportation mode and cost over the local area to their
facility.



Use the model to optimize for total transportation cost that incorporates external costs,
such as environmental or road related costs.
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Appendix B: Optimization Results
Optimization Results - Fuel Price $2.41 (Minimum 2007)
Mode

Single Mode Trip: Truck

Ton-Miles
282,887,505.33

Single Mode Trip: Truck
213,939,284.19
Bi-Modal Trip: Rail Segment
56,215,701.47
Bi-Modal Trip: Truck Segment 12,732,519.67
Total Cost
Optimized Truck Totals

226,671,803.86

Tons
Avg Trip Miles
Non - Optimized
3,171,611.15
89.19
Optimized
2,730,691.27
78.35
440,919.87
127.50
440,919.87
28.88
3,171,611.15

Total Cost

Avg Cost / Ton

$ 36,098,962.77 $

11.38

$
$
$
$

11.04

28,492,233.46
2,776,961.35
3,743,033.66
35,012,228.47 $

71.47

Savings

$ 1,086,734.31 $
3.01%

Savings Percent

0.34

Optimization Results - Fuel Price $2.67 (October 2009)
Mode

Single Mode Trip: Truck

Ton-Miles
282,887,505.33

Single Mode Trip: Truck
210,324,463.21
Bi-Modal Trip: Rail Segment
59,273,438.36
Bi-Modal Trip: Truck Segment 13,289,603.76
Total Cost
Optimized Truck Totals

223,614,066.97

Tons
Avg Trip Miles
Non - Optimized
3,171,611.15
89.19
Optimized
2,707,124.89
77.69
464,486.25
127.61
464,486.25
28.61
3,171,611.15

Total Cost

Avg Cost / Ton

$ 37,081,417.59 $

11.69

$
$
$
$

11.29

28,867,855.26
2,960,983.02
3,988,957.34
35,817,795.62 $

70.50

Savings

$ 1,263,621.96 $
3.41%

Savings Percent

0.40

Optimization Results - Fuel Price $2.89 (Average 2007)
Mode

Single Mode Trip: Truck

Ton-Miles
282,887,505.33

Single Mode Trip: Truck
206,206,174.60
Bi-Modal Trip: Rail Segment
62,532,744.09
Bi-Modal Trip: Truck Segment 14,148,586.65
Total Cost
Optimized Truck Totals

220,354,761.24

Tons
Avg Trip Miles
Non - Optimized
3,171,611.15
89.19
Optimized
2,675,989.03
77.06
495,622.12
126.17
495,622.12
28.55
3,171,611.15

Savings

Total Cost

Avg Cost / Ton

$ 37,912,725.50 $

11.95

$
$
$
$

11.51

29,004,106.67
3,199,767.83
4,287,556.68
36,491,431.17 $

69.48

$ 1,421,294.33 $
3.75%

Savings Percent

75

0.45

Optimization Results - Fuel Price $3.44 (Maximum 2007)
Ton-Miles

Mode

Single Mode Trip: Truck

282,887,505.33

Single Mode Trip: Truck
196,943,994.28
Bi-Modal Trip: Rail Segment
69,890,738.84
Bi-Modal Trip: Truck Segment 16,052,772.21
Total Cost
Optimized Truck Totals

212,996,766.49

Tons
Avg Trip Miles
Non - Optimized
3,171,611.15
89.19
Optimized
2,610,352.65
75.45
561,258.49
124.53
561,258.49
28.60
3,171,611.15

Total Cost

Avg Cost / Ton

$ 39,990,995.29 $

12.61

$
$
$
$

12.03

29,461,290.89
3,747,414.56
4,936,661.85
38,145,367.30 $

67.16

Savings

$ 1,845,627.99 $
4.62%

Savings Percent

0.58

Optimization Results - Fuel Cost $4.76 (Maximum in Last 5 Years)
Mode

Single Mode Trip: Truck

Ton-Miles
282,887,505.33

Single Mode Trip: Truck
172,494,022.43
Bi-Modal Trip: Rail Segment
89,797,887.09
Bi-Modal Trip: Truck Segment 20,595,595.80
Total Cost
Optimized Truck Totals

193,089,618.23

Tons
Avg Trip Miles
Non - Optimized
3,171,611.15
89.19
Optimized
2,439,001.38
70.72
732,609.77
122.57
732,609.77
28.11
3,171,611.15

Savings

Total Cost

Avg Cost / Ton

$ 44,978,842.79 $

14.18

$
$
$
$

13.24

30,054,162.28
5,177,422.77
6,746,847.14
41,978,432.19 $

60.88

$ 3,000,410.61 $
6.67%

Savings Percent

76

0.95

